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In Postcolonial Ecocriticism, Graham Huggan and Helen Tiffin examine relationships between
humans, animals and the environment in postcolonial texts. Divided into two sections that consider
the postcolonial first from an environmental and then a zoocritical perspective, the book looks at:
narratives of development in postcolonial writing entitlement and belonging in the pastoral genre
colonialist 'asset stripping' and the Christian mission the politics of eating and representations of
cannibalism animality and spirituality sentimentality and anthropomorphism the place of the human
and the animal in a 'posthuman' world. Making use of the work of authors as diverse as J.M.
Coetzee, Joseph Conrad, Daniel Defoe, Jamaica Kincaid and V.S. Naipaul, the authors argue that
human liberation will never be fully achieved without challenging how human societies have
constructed themselves in hierarchical relation to other human and nonhuman communities, and
without imagining new ways in which these ecologically connected groupings can be creatively
transformed.
The contributors to this critique of the modern world write about a range of environment-related
issues and assess the impact of a variety of groups on popular culture. They see the environmental
crisis as the limit of postmodernism.
"Bringing together 100 essential critical articles across 4 volumes, Literature and the Environment:
Critical and Primary Sources is a comprehensive collection of the most important academic writings
on ecocriticism and literature's engagement with environmental crisis. With texts by key scholars,
creative writers and activists, the articles in these four volumes follow the development and history
of environmental criticism, as well as interdisciplinary conversations with contemporary philosophy
and media studies. Literature and the Environment includes work by such writers as: Stacy Alaimo,
Jonathan Bate, Jacques Derrida, Ursula K. Heise, Richard Kerridge, Bruno Latour, Rob Nixon, Ken
Saro-Wiwa, William Shakespeare, Leslie Marmon Silko, Henry David Thoreau, E.O. Wilson, Cary
Wolfe and William Wordsworth"-The 1970s brought a new understanding of the biological and intellectual impact of environmental
crises on human beings, and as efforts to prevent ecological and human degradation aligned, a new
literature of sickness emerged. “Ecosickness fiction” imaginatively rethinks the link between
ecological and bodily endangerment and uses affect and the sick body to bring readers to
environmental consciousness. Tracing the development of ecosickness through a compelling archive
of modern U.S. novels and memoirs, this study demonstrates the mode’s crucial role in shaping
thematic content and formal and affective literary strategies. Examining works by David Foster
Wallace, Richard Powers, Leslie Marmon Silko, Marge Piercy, Jan Zita Grover, and David
Wojnarowicz, Heather Houser shows how these authors unite experiences of environmental and
somatic damage through narrative affects that draw attention to ecological phenomena, organize
perception, and convert knowledge into ethics. Traversing contemporary cultural studies,
ecocriticism, affect studies, and literature and medicine, Houser juxtaposes ecosickness fiction
against new forms of environmentalism and technoscientific innovations such as regenerative
medicine and alternative ecosystems. Ecosickness in Contemporary U.S. Fiction recasts recent
narrative as a laboratory in which affective and perceptual changes both support and challenge
political projects.
African Literature, Environmental Justice, and Political Ecology
Exploring Green Criminology
Fences, Boundaries, and Fields
Exposed
Challenging Authors
Experiencing Environment and Place through Children's Literature
Environment and Affect

Winner of the Western Literature Association’s 2017 Thomas J. Lyon Book Award in Western
American Literary and Cultural Studies Mexican American literature brings a much-needed
approach to the increasingly urgent challenges of climate change and environmental injustice.

Although current environmental studies work to develop new concepts, Writing the Goodlife
clarifying the emergence of wilderness as a cultural, symbolic,
looks to long-established traditions of thought that have existed in Mexican American literary
and ecological idea. This volume brings together the work of
history for the past century and a half. During that time period, Mexican American writing
twelve scholars, who examine representations of wildness in
consistently shifts the focus from the environmentally destructive settler values of individualism, canonical texts such as Frankenstein, Northanger Abbey, "Kubla
domination, and excess toward the more beneficial refrains of community, non-possessiveness, Khan," "Expostulation and Reply," and Childe Harold ?s
and humility. The decolonial approaches found in these writings provide rich examples of
Pilgrimage, as well as lesser-known works by Radcliffe, Clare,
mutually respectful relations between humans and nature, an approach that Priscilla Solis Ybarra Hölderlin, P.B. Shelley, and Hogg. Celebrating the wild
calls “goodlife” writing. Goodlife writing has existed for at least the past century, Ybarra
provided Romantic-period authors with a way of thinking about
contends, but Chicana/o literary history’s emphasis on justice and civil rights eclipsed this
nature that resists instrumentalization and anthropocentricism,
tradition and hidden it from the general public’s view. Likewise, in ecocriticism, the voices of
but writing about wilderness also engaged them in debates about
people of color most often appear in deliberations about environmental justice. The quiet power the sublime and picturesque as aesthetic categories, about
of goodlife writing certainly challenges injustice, to be sure, but it also brings to light the decolonial gender and the cultivation of independence as natural, and
environmentalism heretofore obscured in both Chicana/o literary history and environmental
about the ability of natural forces to resist categorical or
literary studies. Ybarra’s book takes on two of today’s most discussed topics—the worsening literal enclosure. This book will be of great interest to
environmental crisis and the rising Latino population in the United States—and puts them in
students and scholars of Romanticism, environmental literature,
literary-historical context from the U.S.-Mexico War up to today’s controversial policies
environmental history, and the environmental humanities more
regarding climate change, immigration, and ethnic studies. This book uncovers 150 years’ worth broadly.
of Mexican American and Chicana/o knowledge and practices that inspire hope in the face of
This authoritative collection of rigorous but accessible essays
some of today’s biggest challenges.
investigates the exciting new interdisciplinary field of
Distributed by the University of Nebraska Press for the University of Idaho Press Ecocriticism is a environmental literary criticism.
scholary approach to literature that is rapidly building momentum and legitimacy because of its The Sense of an Interior is a fascinating exploration of
usefulness as a means of inquiry into the relationship between human culture and the nonhuman domestic space and of the ways it determines how writers work.
world. This collection demonstrates promising new directions in the study of literature and
The book looks at four famous figures - Emily Dickinson,
environment and suggests the importance and passion of this scholarly enterprise.
Sigmund Freud, Helen Keller, and Marcel Proust, and examines
This encyclopedia introduces readers to American poetry, fiction and nonfiction with a focus on the relationship between their work and the spaces where they
the environment (broadly defined as humanity’s natural surroundings), from the discovery of wrote.
America through the present. The work includes biographical and literary entries on material from Ecocriticism and Asian American Literature: Gold Mountains,
early explorers and colonists such as Columbus, Bartolomé de Las Casas and Thomas Harriot; Weedflowers, and Murky Globes offers an ecocritical
Native American creation myths; canonical 18th- and 19th-century works of Jefferson, Emerson, reinterpretation of Asian American literature. The book
Thoreau, Whitman, Hawthorne, Twain, Dickinson and others; to more recent figures such as Jack considers more than a century of Asian American writing, from
London, Ernest Hemingway, Norman Mailer, Stanley Cavell, Rachel Carson, Jon Krakauer and Eaton’s Mrs. Spring Fragrance (1912) to Ozeki's A Tale for the
Al Gore. It is meant to provide a synoptic appreciation of how the very concept of the
Time Being (2013), through an ecocritical lens. The volume
environment has changed over the past five centuries, offering both a general introduction to the explores the most relevant landmarks in Asian American
topic and a valuable resource for high school and university courses focused on environmental
literature: the first-contact narratives written by Bulosan,
issues.
Kingston, Mukherjee, and Jen; the controversial texts published
Few criminologists have drawn attention to the fact that widespread and significant forms of harm by Sui Sin Far (Edith Eaton) at the time of the Yellow Peril;
such as green or environmental crimes are neglected by criminology. Others have suggested that the rise of cultural nationalism in the 1970s and 1980s,
green crimes present the most important challenge to criminology as a discipline. This book
illustrated by Wong’s Homebase and Kingston’s China Men; old
argues that criminology needs to take green harms more seriously and to be revolutionized so that and recent examples of “internment literature” dealing with the
it forms part of the solution to the large environmental problems currently faced across the world. incarceration of Japanese Americans during WWII (Sone, Houston,
It asks how criminology should be redesigned to consider green/environmental harm as a key area Miyake, Kadohata); and the new trends in Asian American
of study in an era where destruction of the earth and the world’s ecosystem is a major concern literature since the 1990s, exemplified by Yamashita’s and
and examines why this has remained unaccomplished so far. The chapters in this book apply an Ozeki’s novels, which explore the challenges of our
environmental frame of reference underlying a green approach to issues which can be addressed transnational, transnatural era. Begoña Simal-González’s
from within criminology and which can encourage criminologists and environmentalists to
ecocritical readings of these texts provide crucial
respond and react differently to environmental crime.
interdisciplinary insights, addressing and analyzing important
An Integrated Approach
narratives within Asian American culture and literature.
Postcolonial Ecocriticism
Ecocriticism and Asian American Literature
William Burroughs and the Ecological Mind
Literature, Animals, Environment
Mexican American Literature and the Environment
Disability and the Environment in American Literature
Exploring The Literature And Natural History Of The California Crest
The Green Ghost
The Sense of an Interior
Renaissance Literature and the Environment
Feminist Ecocriticism
American Indian Literature, Environmental Justice, and
Wild Romanticism consolidates contemporary thinking about
Ecocriticism
conceptions of the wild in British and European Romanticism,
The Routledge Companion to the Environmental Humanities
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settlement has provided unique challenges and opportunities for establishing a sense of
current environmental crisis. The anthology models a range of methodological approaches
The Routledge Companion to the Environmental Humanities provides a
drawn from different disciplines, and contributes to an understanding of how artists and
comprehensive, transnational, and interdisciplinary map to the field, offering place and an environmental ethic in the Caribbean.
Pastoral was one of the most popular literary forms of early modern England. Inspired by
those writing about art construct narratives around the environment. The book is illustrated
a broad overview of its founding principles while providing insight into
exciting new directions for future scholarship. Articulating the significance of classical and Italian Renaissance antecedents, writers from Ben Jonson to John Beaumont with examples of art by nearly thirty different contemporary artists.
The essays in Disability and the Environment in American Literature contribute new insights
humanistic perspectives for our collective social engagement with ecological and Abraham Cowley wrote in idealized terms about the English countryside. It is often
argued that the Renaissance pastoral was a highly figurative mode of writing that had more into the fields of literary disability studies and ecocriticism by placing the two fields in
crises, the volume explores the potential of the environmental humanities for
to do with culture and politics than with the actual countryside of England. For decades now dialogue. The book offers readings of American literary narratives of place that expose the
organizing humanistic research, opening up new forms of interdisciplinarity,
literary criticism has had it that in pastoral verse, hills and crags and moors were extolled for deep relationship between embodiment and emplacement and that explore the ways in
and shaping public debate and policies on environmental issues. Sections
their metaphoric worth, rather than for their own qualities. In What Else Is Pastoral? Ken
which a scrutiny of this relationship might open up our understanding of disability.
cover: The Anthropocene and the Domestication of Earth Posthumanism and Hiltner takes a fresh look at pastoral, offering an environmentally minded reading that
Opening with the statement “The anthropocene is no time to set things straight,” Stacy
Multispecies Communities Inequality and Environmental Justice Decline and reconnects the poems with literal landscapes, not just figurative ones. Considering the
Alaimo puts forth potent arguments for a material feminist posthumanism in the chapters
Resilience: Environmental Narratives, History, and Memory Environmental
pastoral in literature from Virgil and Petrarch to Jonson and Milton, Hiltner proposes a new that follow. From trans-species art and queer animals to naked protesting and scientific
Arts, Media, and Technologies The State of the Environmental Humanities
ecocritical approach to these texts. We only become truly aware of our environment, he
accounts of fishy humans, Exposed argues for feminist posthumanism immersed in strange
explains, when its survival is threatened. As London expanded rapidly during the sixteenth agencies and scale-shifting ethics. Including such divergent topics as landscape art, ocean
The first of its kind, this companion covers essential issues and themes,
ecologies, and plastic activism, Alaimo explores our environmental predicaments to better
necessarily crossing disciplines within the humanities and with the social and and seventeenth centuries, the city and surrounding rural landscapes began to look
understand feminist occupations of transcorporeal subjectivity. She puts scientists, activists,
natural sciences. Exploring how the environmental humanities contribute to markedly different. Hiltner finds that Renaissance writers were acutely aware that the
countryside they had known was being lost to air pollution, deforestation, and changing
artists, writers, and theorists in conversation, revealing that the state of the planet in the
policy and action concerning some of the key intellectual, social, and
twenty-first century has radically transformed ethics, politics, and what it means to be
patterns of land use; their works suggest this new absence of nature through their
environmental challenges of our times, the chapters offer an ideal guide to
appreciation for the scraps that remained in memory or in fact. A much-needed corrective to human. Ultimately, Exposed calls for an environmental stance in which, rather than
this rapidly developing field.
the prevailing interpretation of pastoral poetry, What Else Is Pastoral? shows the value of
operating from an externalized perspective, we think, feel, and act as the very stuff of the
The degrading environment of the planet is something that touches
world.
reading literature with an ecological eye.
everyone. This 2011 book offers an introductory overview of literary and
The work of John Charles Fremont, Richard Byrd, Charlotte Perkins Gilman, John Wesley Toward an Ecosomatic Paradigm
cultural criticism that concerns environmental crisis in some form. Both as a Powell, Susan Cooper, Rachel Carson, and Loren Eiseley represents a widely divergent
The Natural West
way of reading texts and as a theoretical approach to culture more generally, body of writing. Yet despite their range of genres—including exploration narratives, technical Writing the Environment
'ecocriticism' is a varied and fast-changing set of practices which challenges reports, natural histories, scientific autobiographies, fictional utopias, nature writing, and
Toward a Green Criminological Revolution
inherited thinking and practice in the reading of literature and culture. This popular scientific literature—these seven authors produced strikingly connected
Science, Literature, and the American Environment from the Era of Exploration to the Age
introduction defines what ecocriticism is, its methods, arguments and
representations of nature and the practice of science in America from about 1840 to 1970. of Ec
Literature and the Environment
Michael A. Bryson provides a thoughtful examination of the authors, their work, and the
concepts, and will enable students to look at texts in a wholly new way.
The Cambridge Companion to Literature and the Environment
Boxed sections explain key critical terms and contemporary debates in the ways in which science and nature unite them. Visions of the Land explores how our
field with 'hands-on' examples and comparisons. Timothy Clark's thoughtful environmental attitudes have influenced and been shaped by various scientific perspectives Although much contemporary American Indian literature examines the relationship between
humans and the land, most Native authors do not set their work in the "pristine wilderness"
approach makes this an ideal first encounter with environmental readings of from the time of western expansion and geographic exploration in the mid-nineteenth
century to the start of the contemporary environmental movement in the twentieth century. celebrated by mainstream nature writers. Instead, they focus on settings such as
literature.
reservations, open-pit mines, and contested borderlands. Drawing on her own teaching
In A Global History of Literature and the Environment, an international group Bryson offers a literary-critical analysis of how writers of different backgrounds, scientific
experience among Native Americans and on lessons learned from such recent scenes of
training, and geographic experiences represented nature through various kinds of natural
of scholars illustrate the immense riches of environmental writing from the
confrontation as Chiapas and Black Mesa, Joni Adamson explores why what counts as
science, from natural history to cartography to resource management to ecology and
earliest literary periods down to the present. It addresses ancient writings
evolution, and in the process, explored the possibilities and limits of science itself. Visions of "nature" is often very different for multicultural writers and activist groups than it is for
about human/animal/plant relations from India, classical Greece, Chinese and the Land examines the varied, sometimes conflicting, but always fascinating ways in which mainstream environmentalists. This powerful book is one of the first to examine the
Japanese literature, the Maya Popol Vuh, Islamic texts, medieval European
we have defined the relations among science, nature, language, and the human community. intersections between literature and the environment from the perspective of the
works, eighteenth-century and Romantic ecologies, colonial/postcolonial
oppressions of race, class, gender, and nature, and the first to review American Indian
Ultimately, it is an extended meditation on the capacity of using science to live well within
environmental interrelations, responses to industrialization, and the emerging nature.
literature from the standpoint of environmental justice and ecocriticism. By examining such
literatures of the world in the present Anthropocene moment. Essays range Scholars critique the works of eleven leading 20th century authors who have explored
texts as Sherman Alexie's short stories and Leslie Marmon Silko's novel Almanac of the
Dead, Adamson contends that these works, in addition to being literary, are examples of
environmental issues in nonfiction, fiction, and poetry.
from Trinidad to New Zealand, Estonia to Brazil. Discussion of these texts
ecological criticism that expand Euro-American concepts of nature and place. Adamson
A Global History of Literature and the Environment
indicates a variety of ways environmental criticism can fruitfully engage
shows that when we begin exploring the differences that shape diverse cultural and literary
literary works and cultures from every continent and every historical period. Ecosickness in Contemporary U.S. Fiction
representations of nature, we discover the challenge they present to mainstream American
Art, Theory and Practice in the Anthropocene
This is a uniquely varied and rich international history of environmental
culture, environmentalism, and literature. By comparing the work of Native authors such as
Gold Mountains, Weedflowers and Murky Globes
writing from ancient Mesopotamian and Asian works to the present. It
Ecocritcism and Literature
Simon Ortiz with that of environmental writers such as Edward Abbey, she reveals
provides a compelling account of a topic that is crucial to twenty-firstTeaching Postcolonial Environmental Literature and Media
opportunities for more multicultural conceptions of nature and the environment. More than a
century global literary studies.
Caribbean Literature and the Environment
work of literary criticism, this is a book about the search to find ways to understand our
A provocative new way to read and interpret the classic works of John Muir,
Engaging important discussions about social conflict, environmental change, and
cultural and historical differences and similarities in order to arrive at a better agreement of
Mary Austin, and Gary Snyder, and to bring their ideas into the discussion of imperialism in Africa, Different Shades of Green points to legacies of African environmental what the human role in nature is and should be. It exposes the blind spots in early
ecological values and the current environmental crisis. Lewis combines a
writing, often neglected as a result of critical perspectives shaped by dominant Western
ecocriticism and shows the possibilities for building common ground--a middle place--where
perceptive discussion of their work and ideas with an engaging account of his conceptions of nature and environmentalism. Drawing on an interdisciplinary framework
writers, scholars, teachers, and environmentalists might come together to work for social
own trail experiences as hiker/backpacker and volunteer trail builder,
employing postcolonial studies, political ecology, environmental history, and writing by
and environmental change.
proposing that such a field-based, interdisciplinary approach to literary study African environmental activists, Byron Caminero-Santangelo emphasizes connections
Recent scholarship on children’s literature displays a wide variety of interests in classic
and contemporary children’s books. While environmental and ecological concerns have led
and outdoors experience can enrich our appreciation for the work of nature within African environmental literature, highlighting how African writers have challenged
unjust, ecologically destructive forms of imperial development and resource extraction.
to an interest in ‘ecocriticism’, as yet there is little on the significance of the ecological
writers.
Different Shades of Green also brings into dialogue a wide range of African creative
imagination and experience to both the authors and readers – young and old – of these
New Directions in the Study of Literature and Environment
writing—including works by Chinua Achebe, Ng?g? wa Thiong’o, Bessie Head, Nadine
texts. This edited collection brings together a set of original international research-based
What Else Is Pastoral?
Gordimer, Zakes Mda, Nuruddin Farah, Wangari Maathai, and Ken Saro-Wiwa—in order to chapters to explore the role of children’s literature in learning about environments and
The Cambridge Companion to American Literature and the Environment
explore vexing questions for those involved in the struggle for environmental justice, in the places, with a focus on how children’s literature may inform and enrich our imagination,
Encyclopedia of the Environment in American Literature
study of political ecology, and in the environmental humanities, urging continued
experiences and responses to environmental challenges and injustice. Contributions from
Disease, Race and Climate
imaginative thinking in effecting a more equitable, sustain¬able future in Africa.
Australia, Canada, USA and UK explore the diverse ways in which children’s literature can
A Reader on Nature and Culture, Books a la Carte Edition
Art, Theory and Practice in the Anthropocene contributes to the growing literature on artistic provide what are arguably some of the first and possibly most formative engagements that
Exploring the Environment Through Children's Literature
responses to global climate change and its consequences. Designed to include multiple
some children might have with ‘nature’. Chapters examine classic and new storybooks,
Examines the literatures of the Caribbean from an ecocritical perspective in all language
perspectives, it contains essays by thirteen art historians, art critics, curators, artists and
areas of the region. This book explores the ways in which the history of transplantation and educators, and offers different frameworks for talking about visual representation and the
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imagination and understandings of diverse environments and places, and how it might open points to some of the continuing challenges to sustainability. It provides a listing of resources for
Environmental Politics and Pleasures in Posthuman Times
reading,
learning,
or
teaching
about
the
environment,
about
nature
writing,
and
about
Carson
and
our eyes and lives to other presences, understandings and priorities through stories, their
Different Shades of Green
the
crucial
issues
she
addressed.
telling and re-telling, and their analysis. This book was originally published as a special
Reading the Earth
Taking up the idea that teaching is a political act, this collection of essays reflects on recent trends
issue of Environmental Education Research.
Offers an overview of American environmental literature across genres and time periods,
in ecocriticism and the implications for pedagogy. Focusing on a diverse set of literature and media,
Drawing upon the English literary tradition for new perspectives and paradigms, this
introducing readers to a range of ecocritical methodologies.
the book also provides background on historical and theoretical issues that animate the field of
collection presents a broad range of theoretical and historical approaches to ecocriticism.
In Ecocritical Explorations, Patrick D. Murphy explores environmental literature and
postcolonial ecocriticism. The scope is broad, encompassing not only the Global South but also
The first section of the volume offers different theoretical frameworks for ecocritical work,
parts of the Global North that have been subject to environmental degradation as a result of colonial environmental cultural issues through both theoretical and applied criticism. He engages
encompassing a range of socio-political, post-modern and multi-disciplinary approaches. In practices. Considering both the climate crisis and the crisis in the humanities, the volume navigates with the concepts of referentiality, simplicity, the nation state, and virtual reality in the first
the second section, contributors explore the ways in which ecocriticism allows us to re-think theoretical resources, contextual scaffolding, classroom activities, assessment, and pedagogical
section of the book, and then goes on to interrogate these issues in contemporary
literary history.
possibilities and challenges. Essays are grounded in environmental justice and the project to
environmental literature, both American and international. He concludes his argument with
The book is an investigation into the ways in which ideas of place are negotiated, contested decolonize the classroom, addressing works from Africa, New Zealand, Asia, and Latin America
a discussion of the larger frames of family dynamics and un-natural disasters, such as
and refigured in environmental writing at the turn of the twenty-first century. It focuses on
and issues such as queer ecofeminism, disability, Latinx literary production, animal studies,
hurricanes and global warming, ending with a chapter on the integration of scholarship and
interdisciplinarity,
and
working
with
environmental
justice
organizations.
the notion of place as a way of interrogating the socio-political and environmental pressures
pedagogy in the classroom, with reference to his own teaching experiences. Murphy's study
Describes the main points and influence of such environmental writings as "Origin of Species,"
that have been seen as negatively affecting our environments since the advent of
provides a wide ranging discussion of contemporary literature and cultural phenomena
modernity, as well as the solutions that have been given as an antidote to those pressures. "Descent of Man," and "Silent Spring" which discuss animal ecology, biodiversity, forest
through the lens of ecological literary criticism, giving attention to both theoretical issues
management, and nature.
Examining a selection of literary representations of place from across the globe, the book
and applied critiques. In particular, he looks at popular literary genres, such as mystery and
The Cambridge Introduction to Literature and the Environment
illuminates the multilayered and polyvocal ways in which literary works render local and
science fiction, as well as actual disasters and disaster scenarios. Ecocritical Explorations
Environmental Literature
global ecological relations of places. In this way, it problematises more traditional
in Literary and Cultural Studies is a timely contribution to ecological literary criticism and an
Rachel Carson
environmentalism and its somewhat essentialised idea of place by intersecting the largely
insightful look into how we represent our relationship with the environment.
The Environmental Tradition in English Literature
Western discourse of environmental studies with postcolonial and Indigenous studies, thus Four Rooms and the Writers that Shaped Them
considering the ways in which forms of emplacement can occur within displacement and
Ecocritical Explorations in Literary and Cultural Studies
dispossession, especially within societies that are dealing with the legacies of colonialism, Exploring Victorian Travel Literature
neocolonial exploitation or international pressure to conform. As such, the work foregrounds This interdisciplinary study explores both the personal and political significance of
the singular processes in which different local/global communities recognise themselves in climate in the Victorian imagination. It analyses foreboding imagery of miasma,
their diverse approaches to the environment, and gestures towards an environmental
sludge and rot across non-fictional and fictional travel narratives, speeches, private
politics that is based on an epistemology of contact, connection and difference, and as one,
journals and medical advice tracts. Well-known authors such as Joseph Conrad are
moreover, that recognises its own epistemological limits. This book will appeal to
placed in dialogue with minority writers such as Mary Seacole and Africanus Horton
researchers working in the fields of environmental humanities, postcolonial studies,
in order to understand their different approaches to representing white illness
Indigenous studies and comparative literature.
abroad. The project also considers postcolonial texts such as Wilson Harris's Palace
Visions of the Land
of the Peacock to demonstrate that authors continue to 'write back' to the legacy of
Wild Romanticism
colonialism by using images of illness from climate.
Ecocriticism and the Sense of Place
With the power of stories you can generate student interest in nature and the
An Encyclopedia of Works, Authors, and Themes
environment while building skills across the curriculum! Using contemporary and
The Middle Place
Environment, Women, and Literature
classic children's literature as springboards to learning, this resource offers dozens of
Between Nature and Culture
stimulating extension activities that engage young learners and teach them important
Feminist Ecocriticism examines the interplay of women and nature as seen through literary theory
and criticism, drawing on insights from such diverse fields as chaos theory and psychoanalysis,
while examining genres ranging from nineteenth-century sentimental literature to contemporary
science fiction. The book explores the central claim of ecofeminism that there is a connection
between environmental degradation and the subordination of women with the goal of identifying
and fostering liberatory alternatives. Feminist Ecocriticism analyzes the work of such diverse
women writers as Rachel Carson, Barbara Kingsolver, Ursula K. Le Guin, and Mary Shelley. By
including chapters from a comparable number of women and men, this book dispels the notion that
ecofeminism is relevant to and used by only female scholars. After uncovering the oppressive
dichotomies of male/female and nature/culture that underlie contemporary environmental problems,
Feminist Ecocriticism focuses specifically on emancipatory strategies employed by ecofeminist
literary critics as antidotes, asking what our lives might be like as those strategies become
increasingly successful in overcoming oppression. Thus, ecofeminism is not limited to the critique
of literature, but also helps identify and articulate liberatory ideals that can be actualized in the real
world, in the process transforming everyday life. Providing an alternative to rugged individualism,
for example, ecofeminist literature promotes a more fulfilling sense of interrelationship with both
community and the land. In the process of exploring literature from ecofeminist perspectives, the
book reveals strategies of emancipation that have already begun to give rise to more hopeful
ecological narratives. Feminist Ecocriticism provides a novel integration of two important strands of
contemporary literary criticism that have often failed to make contact: feminist criticism and
ecocriticism. The openness of both feminist criticism and ecocriticism to multiple, even
incompatible perspectives, without the insistence on unitary definitions of their fields, has given rise
to a new hybrid discipline: feminist ecocriticism."
Karen F. Stein University of Rhode Island, Kingston, USA Rachel Carson is the twentieth century’s
most significant environmentalist. Her books about the sea blend science and poetry as they invite
readers to share her celebration of the ocean’s wonders. Silent Spring, her graphic and compelling
exposé of the damage caused by the widespread aerial spraying of persistent organic pesticides
such as DDT, opened our eyes to the interconnectedness of all living beings and the ecological
systems we inhabit. Carson’s work challenges our belief that science and technology can control
the natural world, asks us to recognize our place in the world around us, and inspires us to treat the
earth respectfully. She calls us to rekindle our sense of wonder at nature’s power and beauty, and
to tread lightly on the earth so that it will continue to sustain us and our descendants. This book
guides readers on a journey through Carson’s life and work, considers Carson’s legacies, and

concepts and skills in science, social studies, language, math, music, and art. You'll
find puzzles, word searches, suggestions for computer projects, and more for such
beloved titles as The Little House, Water Dance, and Brother Eagle, Sister Sky.
Many of the activities are presented in reproducible format, so they're ready for the
classroom. And lists of resources for further study are given for each book. Grades K
- 4: (adaptable to higher levels).
The Natural West offers essays reflecting the natural history of the American West
as written by one of its most respected environmental historians. Developing a
provocative theme, Dan Flores asserts that Western environmental history cannot be
explained by examining place, culture, or policy alone, but should be understood
within the context of a universal human nature. The Natural West entertains the
notion that we all have a biological nature that helps explain some of our attitudes
towards the environment. FLores also explains the ways in which various culturesincluding the Comanches, New Mexico Hispanos, Mormons, Texans, and
Montanans-interact with the environment of the West. Gracefully moving between
the personal and the objective, Flores intersperses his writings with literature,
scientific theory, and personal reflection. The topics cover a wide range-from
historical human nature regarding animals and exploration, to the environmental
histories of particular Western bioregions, and finally, to Western restoration as the
great environmental theme of the twenty-first century.
"So many biographical works exist on the Beat Generation, which are of course
important, but scholars tend to neglect the most fascinating aspects of their literary
texts. "The Green Ghost" seeks to steer the study of Burroughs and the beats into a
new direction entirely by viewing their work through the cultural prism of green
cultural studies"-Reading The Trail
Environmental History in the Great Plains and Rocky Mountains
Writing the Goodlife
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